
Gravis™. 800 range

Timeless. Box n’blox. Exclusive.
In superbly furnished conference rooms, it is important to co-ordinate the tables and furniture used 
for storage. After all, it is vital to convey corporate values here: with highly practical storage space, 
 excellent workmanship and co-ordinating surfaces. Which is why Gravis is a box n’blox range to meet 
these very demands.

The Gravis sideboard is available in two heights (584 and 872 millimetres) and consists of one, two or 
three inside cores each 1,000 millimetres wide. The mitre-jointed shell consists of side panels, rear panel, 
a unitary top, as well as doors and drawer fronts. It is available in all types of veneer finishes that are 
used in the Wilkhahn table ranges. Due to its precise contours and timeless box shape, Gravis goes with 
all table ranges.

Understated in form, but ingenious in function. For superlative ease of use, Gravis has opening and 
 closing mechanisms for doors and drawers, drawers that close automatically – also with a motor-driven 
 option, as well as a concealed, radio-controlled closing system. 

Whether in an exclusive executive office, or prestigious conference rooms, Gravis is a superb blend of 
 functionality and classically modern appeal at its best.

Gravis
Design: wiege



For admirers and enthusiasts: Gravis is both highly attractive 
and fascinatingly easy to use. Simply state of the art. The 
box n’blox design can be perfectly matched to table surfaces 
and interiors – for one-stop furnishing solutions.

The 600 mm depth does not just offer plenty of storage space. You can also easily add anything that is vital for 
a  conference room: from multi-media equipment, to a fridge, to a retractable projection screen.
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Standards and certificates. For up to date environmental information, please visit the Wilkhahn website.

Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com/gravis
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